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How to pick up a pencil wikihow

1 Choose wooden pencils for price advantage and durability. Traditional wooden pencils with or without erasers are among the least expensive writing executions available. If the money is tight, go to that option. If you press hard while writing, you must also select a wooden pencil, as graphite in wooden
pencils can withstand pressure. [1] 2 Select a mechanical pencil for comfort. This variety does not require sharpening and is usually filling. Read the packaging for the length and diameter of the lead corresponding to your pencil. A mechanical pencil can also be a good choice for a standardized test, as
thin lead is good for filling small voids. Mechanical pencils usually cost more, especially for quality, one disposable. On the other hand, many allow you to replace lead and eraser, which means that you can use one pencil much longer. [2] 3 Select HB (#2) for general use. This is the usual mean hardness
of lead in wooden and mechanical pencils. You can use it to write an essay or bubble in the answers on a standardized test. If a pencil or pencil is not marked, it is possible that this is hardness. [3] 4 Buy an ergonomic pencil. Consider this option if your arm shrinks after writing for a few minutes. Find a
pencil with a large pashly with a grip. Extends the shaft of the pencil, allowing the hand to be released while writing. [4] You can also buy rubber or soft plastic grips, which you slide at the end of the pencil. They are available in pen stores and bookstores in the same vicinity as pencils and pens. 1 Select a
wooden pencil for the lineano variety. Sharpen the pencil for thinner lines. Allow it to melt behind thicker lines. The theme or the flexibility of a line from a regular pencil depends on how much pressure you apply to paper. [5] 2 Select a mechanical pencil for technical drawing. It can achieve a finer and
more consistent line. For the preparatory sketch, 0,5 millimetres (0,020 in) is sufficient. If you are targeting a more detailed drawing, go with a lead of about 0.3 millimetres (0.012 in). [6] 3 Keep different levels of lead hardness at hand. The drawing involves creating different lines and tones. Use an Hclass guide to draw light, solid lines that you don't want to undefeate. Opt for a Class B guide to create shadows or other parts of a drawing that require smoping. B-class leads also create much darker lines and tones. [7] 4 Use color pencils to outline or color forms on paper. If you're jumping on paper or
computer paper, go for the least expensive brand like Crayola. Sharpen them like a wooden pencil to reach thin lines. Let them melt behind a thicker line. [8] If you are serious about art, visit an art store for high-quality colored pencils. They are more expensive, but you may find that they give a stronger
color than you will find in a typical Pencils. Some brands are much easier to blend than less expensive brands. [9] 5 Select charcoal pencils for deep black or grey lines. Like straight charcoal-shaped rods, this pencil is based on wood, which was burnt to the point where only carbon was left. Unlike
ordinary ogla, they write slightly smoother. Apply intense pressure to heavy, dark lines. Look for pressure for finer lines. Like pencils, charcoal pencils come in a variety of hardnesss. Buy them at any art store. [10] 6 Select carbon pencils for smooth black lines. Go with this variety if you're looking for a real
black one that you can't get with graffiti. These pencils are based on a lamp, a product of heating oil. Carbon also comes in different hardness and can also be obtained in the form of a rod. Buy them at any art store. [11] 7 Use an oily pencil for glossy surfaces. Also known as a porcelain marker, this
diversity pencil is based on waxy material. Choose this variety if you need to make temporary marks on smooth surfaces such as ceramics, metal and, plastic. Sharpen it by dragging the cord to expose more wax points. They can be purchased at an art store. [12] 1 Select H leads for fine lines. Class H
tracks are the hardest clues. Ironically, as it sounds, these leads produce fine lines. They are not so easy to sharpen, but the pristine edges of lead last longer than soft water. For the easiest quality, opt for 9H. If you prefer darker soft lead marks, use H.[13] 2 Use B leads for darker markings. B-class
marks are the softest clue. Select this variety if you want to sharpen the lead quickly and easily. Down the page is to lose their evaporated edges faster. Use 9B for darkest quality lines and B for the easiest. [14] If you draw, you can outline with harder lead, then dark and unseal with a sleet of lead. 3
Select lead F for middle-class lines. F (#2 1/2) is right in the middle of a scale of hardness and darkness with #2 lead. As #2, it sharpens to a good point. The quality of the line is only slightly lighter and harder. [15] While this lead is safe for drawing and general writing, it is not recommended for
standardized tests. Not all test readers will give accurate results for even a slight change from #2. Add a new question Question What kind of mechanical pencil should I use? Depends on what you use it for. If you want to sketch with it, maybe 0.5mm is better. If you use it for harder drawings, 0.7mm one
is good. The 0.9mm mechanical pencil is thicker, so you can use it to write. The best general choice of purpose is probably 0.7mm, as it is not too thick and not thin. The question I'm going to use is anything I should know? Da. The pencil of mechanical pencils can break very easily, so do not press or
push too hard. High-quality mechanical are expensive. Question Do I need to check what pencil it has, such as HB or 2B? HB and 2B determine the hardness of the lead, so if it's important to you, check it out. The HB pencil is in the middle of the road in terms of hardness; 2B is slightly softer and black.
Question If I find writing a pencil #2 too easy, is there a better choice for making darker lines that are still erasable? Have you tried using different brands? Sometimes that could do the trick. There are estimates of graphite that are darker, but they may not be as easy to delete. Question Which pencil
should I use to mark the goods? In most commodity stores you can get a pencil with chalk fabric; It's exhiding. If you can't find it, #2 pencil on fabrics. Question Which branded pencils are best for drawing? Rotring Rapid Pro (this mechanical pencil is solid for professionals), Faber-Castell Grip 2011, Caran
D'ache graphite line, Lyra Rembrandt Art Design, Derwent Graphic Medium Pencils, Derwent Procolour Pencils, BIC Conté Coloring Pencils, and Prismacolor Premier Colored Pencils. Question Does the softest pencil make the darkest shading? The softened pencils give more color, but they are more
often smlothered. Soft pencils are darker because they have more graphite, rocks that give pencils their color. Question How can I draw with a pencil? The lighter you press when you write will be the easier the lines will be. Question How hard is a school pencil? The pencil most commonly used in school
is hb or #2 pencil. It is soft as it is hard, and is usually considered for the average hardness of the pencil. Question What pencils, colored pencils and markers are good for general drawing? Mechanical pencils are best for drawing because they produce a finer line and last longer. Try to go with colored
pencils that don't break. I like to use fine markers for precision. Crayola works well. Ask the question Thank you! This article was co-authored by our qualified team of editors and researchers, who have confirmed it for accuracy and integrity. wikiHeous content management team closely monitors the work
of our editorial to ensure that each article is under-emphasised by trusted research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 230,473 times. Co-authors: 47 Updated: January 31, 2020 Views: 230,473 Categories: Pencils Article SummaryKda you choose a pencil to write, start by
testing how pencils feel in your fingers to help you decide which one you like. First, try to write with a wooden pencil as it is cheap and ideal for general use. For example, try HB number 2, which is a standard medium-thickness pencil that writes well on paper and because it won't fit easily, makes a good
choice if you press hard when writing. However, if you need accurate, fine writing lines, try mechanical whereas the for supervision. Although more expensive, you can reuse it several times by inserting new leads when old ones break. And if you get spasms in your hand when you're writing, try an
ergonomic pencil with a patined grip, because that's how you relax your hand. For more tips, including how to choose a pencil to draw, read on! Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 230,473 times. 1 Sketch what you want to draw. One way to sketch is
to draw basic shapes such as circles and triangles. Then connect the shapes as you see fit. Sketch the circle where you want it to be a light source. You don't have to keep it in the final drawing, but it will be easier to determine where the shadows would be. Think about sketching a few light lines where
there will be shadows, so you don't have to think about it later. 2 Track the sketch. The pressure on the pencil depends on the style. For realism, do not make lineart dark; store it in the middle tones so that you can cast it with shadows. For a drawing style, make lineart dark and possibly thicker to create a
specific margin. 3 Delete the sketch. Be careful not to delete your linearity. Carefully delete and take your time. 1 Place the base tones. For each area in your drawing that would have a color, a slight sketch with a dull pencil to create a basic tone. It's not going to be dark yet. Work in small circles to create
a whole. 2 Greasy graphite. Pull the tissue over the graphite. You can also use your finger, although this leads to greasy paper and fingerprints. If you pull the shadow out of the lines and you don't want to, just delete it. 3 Add shadows. Sketch in layers; do not press hard by one layer, or you will create a
lath in paper. Think about the light source and where the darkest shadow would be. 4 Add highlights. Delete parts of the shading in glossy shapes. It can be used for elaborate metal, force and other surfaces. Note that, for example, hair is not exactly reflective, while the eyes are. Look at the reference
images to see how reflective the surface is. Add a new question Question How can I find some art pieces made only with a pencil? Search for graphite drawings or graphite sketches online! PEZ is an excellent pencil artist who sketches very smoothly and tightly. Kazuo Oga has made a background of art
in Studio Ghibli, and if you find his name with a pencil, you can see some of his initial pencil sketches. The question is drawing genetic stuff? No, the drawing's not genetic. To make it better, you have to practice! Ask the question Thank you! Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! wikiHow is a wikipedia-like
wiki, which means that many of our articles co-write multiple authors. To create this article, 9 people who are anonymous have worked to edit and improve this article over time. This article has been viewed 30,418 times. 9 Updated: July 22, 2019 Views: 30,418 Categories: Learning to Draw | Drawing
Accessories Print Send mail to fans thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been shrewd 30,418 times. Times.
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